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UNITED STATES 

2,036,207 

PATENT OFFICE 
2,036,207 

DESTROYTER FORTICKETS 

Carl O. Feddern, Lewis L. Rementer, and Walter 
C. Scott, Philadelphia, Pa, assignors to Globe 
Ticket Company, Philadelphia, Pa, a corpora 
tion of Pennsylvania, 

Application July 11, 1933, Seria No. 69,858 
8 Caims. 

This invention relates to a destroyer for tickets, 
or the like, particularly designed for the destruc 
tion of theatre, railroad or other tickets, or the 
destruction of papers Such as telegram tapes or 
the like. It is also adapted to be used for the 
destruction of paper money. 

In the destruction of tickets, or the like, there 
have been provided machines in Which tickets are 
fed from a hopper between Cutting knives adapt 
ed to Shred the ticket.S. Such devices have had 
Various objections among Which may be cited the 
fact that they frequently jam by reason of the 
entry of too much materialbetween the kniveS 
and they are liable to become inoperative due 
to the dilling of the knives. 

It is an object of the invention to improve ma 
chines of this character by providing means for 
more uniformly feeding the stock thereto So as 
to minimize the possibilities of jam. Since this 
canot be totally a Voided, hoWever, provision is 
Inade not Only for protecting a driving motor 
Which might become damagedif Stalled With the 
current floWing but also to operate the machine 
by hand power to free the Knives Shouldjamming 
OCC 

It is a further object of the invention to provide 
knives Which are of a forn Which Willmore read 
ily feed the material. 

It is Stillanother object of the invention to pro 
vide knives of a type Which may be readily 
sharpened and maintained tight in Spite of con 
Siderable Wear. 
These and Other objects particularly relating 

to details of construction Will be apparent fron. 
the folloWing description read in conunction With 
the accompanying dra WingS in Which: 

Fig. 1 is a vertical Sectional View showing an 
embodiment of the invention; 

Fig. 2 is a fragmentary sectional view showing 
the preferred knife construction; 

Fig. 3 is a fragmentary sectional View showing 
further details of knife construction; 

Fig. 4 is an elevation of a tool used to Sharpen 
the knives, the mode of operation being indicated 
in the figure; 

Fig. 5 is a vertical section shoWing the relation 
Ships of parts of the mechanism; 

Fig. 6 is a fragmentary View shoWing a Safety 
contro; 

Fig. 7 is a plan view illustrating the driving 
devices for the kniVes; and 

Fig. 8 is a fragmentary elevation of a, stripping 
element designed to cooperate With a Knife. 
The machine in the preferred form Shown in 

the draWings comprises a casing 2 to Which is 

(CI. 83-6) 

removably secured a table 4 braced by a strut 6 
Which is removably held in position by a bracket 
8 and also additionally Supported by a hook mem 
ber 9 removably engaging the casing. A hopper 
2 Supported by the table 4 is designed to receive 

ticket or other paper stock to be destroyed from 
the table, there being provided in the bottom of 
the hopper a conveyor belt indicated at Which 
may be hand driven through a crank 6. Anad 
justable gate 8 servesto limit the deliVery of the 
stock maintaining it at a reaSonaby minimum 
amount to prevent excessive feed and jamming of 
the power driven parts of the apparatus. An 
apron 20 guides the stock into a hopper 22. The 
hopper 22 has its lower open end located above 
a pair of knives 24 and 26. These knives are 
driven in opposite directions by intermeshing 
gears, one of them haVing Secured thereto a gear 
28 driven by a pinion 30 Which is carried by a. 
Shaft 3 i to Which is Secured a sprocket Wheel 32 
driven by a suitable chain upon a motor 34. 
The knife 2 comprises a hub formed integral 

Withblades 36. The knife 26 similarly is provided 
With blades 38 Which are interleaVed With the 
blades 36 as indicated in FigS. 2 and 3. The 
blades are provided With V-shaped circumferen 
tial grooves as indicated at: 40 thus providing 
sharp cutting edges which engage as the blades 
rotate. The bladesare notchedas indicated at: 42 
Whereby they are better adapted to grip and feed 
the paper forcutting between the kniVes. 
By the provision of V-shaped grooves in the 

peripheries of the blades it is made possible to 
maintain the Successive blades in close contact 
and, in Sharp condition so as to be effective for 
cutting. This is readily accomplished by the luse 
of a, SWaging tool indicated at: 44 Which is forcibly 
presSed into the groove of a, blade and causes the 
edges to be forced outWardly thus providing a. 
Suitable take-up for Wear. The angle of the tool 
44 is greater than that of the grooves so that this 
action may be obtained as shoWIn in Fig. 4. The 
blades may be made, for example, of high carbon 
tool steel Which, While it is hard enough to pro 
Vide effective cutting edges capable of Withstand 
ing great Wear, nevertheless it may be SWaged as 
indicated. 
In Order to clear from betWeen the bladeS the 

Shredded materia after it comes through the 
knives, there are provided StripperS indicated at 
46 Which present teeth projecting into the grooves 
between the blades closely clearing both the 
blades and hubs. A chute 48 receives the 
shredded material and leads it to a position for 
diScharge. 
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Since jamming can Scarcely be entirely pre 

Vented in a machine of this character Without the 
provision of excessive driving power, the shaft 
3 is provided With a squared end arranged to 
receive a crank Which may be turned by hand to 
rotate the blades either forWardly OrbackWard 
ly to provide clearing therefrom of jammed mate 
rial. An Opening 53 in the Wall of the casing is 
aligned With the end 33 of the Shaft. SWinging SO 
as to cover or uncover this opening is a guard 
plate 52 formed on the loWer end of a lever 54 
which is pivoted at: 56 and engageable by a slide 
58 Which may be moved by an operator. The 
lever 54 is provided With a fork indicated at 60 
Which embraces the operating handle 62 of a 
SWitch 3. 
The Switch G4 is preferably of a type indicated, 

for example, in Patent 1,726,233, dated August 27, 
1929. A switch of this character is arranged tO 
open the circuit of a motor such as 34 When the 
current haS excessive values Such aS OCCUlr lupOn 
stalling. When stalling occurs the circuit of the 
notor 34 is Gpened by the switch and cannot be 

closed until the SWitch handle 62 is again moVed 
to an “ofº position and later brought back to an 
“onº position. This is effected directly in the 
present instance by manipulation of the button 
or slide 58. When the Switch is closed and the 
motor running the plate 52 closes the opening 50 
so that an operator Will not accidentally intro 
duce tine craink. On the other hand, When the 
crankengages the end 33 of the shaft I the motor 
cannot accidentally be started. There is there 
by provided a safety arrangement Which not only 
avoids damage to the driving motor but also giveS 
insurance against accident When an attempt iS 
made to clear the knives. By the use of a Crank 
the knives may be rotated either forWardly Or 
backwardly as to most effectively provide clean 
ing. In the operation of the machine, the ticket 
orother paper material may be fed into the hop 
per i 2 by hand from the table . The crank 16 
can be turned by nand to then feed the material 
Within the hopper. The gate 3 is preferably So 
adjusted that with ordinary hand Speed of Oper 
ation the hopper Will never receive too much tO 
be properly taken care of by the kniVes. Instead 
of driving the conveyor i 3 by hand it may, of 
course, be driven by the motor 34 through Suit 
able reduction gearing to give it a proper Speed 
of operation. 

It Will be clear that numerous changeS may be 
made in the embodiment of the invention Without 
departing from the spirit thereof, as defined in 
the folloWing claim S. 
What We claim and deSire to protect by LetterS 

PatentiS: 
1. A machine for destroying paper, or the like, 

including a pair of knives each comprising a hub 
integrally carrying a plurality of blades, the 
blades of One knife extending betWeen the blades 
of the other to provide cutting engagementS, the 
peripheries of the blades being provided with cir 
cumferential grooves meeting the Sides of the 
blades to form sharp cutting edges. 

2. A machine for destroying paper, or the like, 
including a pair of kniVes each comprising a hub 
integrally carrying a plurality of blades, the 

2,036,207 
blades of one knife extending between the blades 
of the other to provide cutting engagements, the 
peripheries of the blades being provided With cir 
cumferential grooves meeting the Sides of the 
bladeS to form Sharp cutting edges, the material 
being SWaged OutWardly at Said edges to inSure 
proper cutting. 

3. A machine for destroying paper, or the like, 
including a pair of knives each comprising a hub 
integrally carrying a plurality of blades, the 
blades of One knife extending betWeen the bladeS 
of the other to provide cutting engagements, the 
peripheries of the blades being provided With cir 
cumferential grooves meeting the Sides of the 
blades to form Sharp cutting edges, the edgeS Of 
the blades being notched to assist in feeding the 
paper. 

4. A machine for destroying paper, or the like, 
including a pair of knives each comprising a hub 
integrally carrying a plurality of blades, the 
blades of one knife eXtending betWeen the blades 
of the other to provide cutting engagementS, the 
peripheries of the blades being provided With 
circumferential grooves meeting the Sides of the 
blades to form sharp cutting edges, the material 
being SWaged Outwardly at Said edgeS to inSure 
proper cutting, the edges of the blades being 
notched to aSSist in feeding the paper. 

5. A machine for destroying paper, or the like, 
including a pair of kniveS each including a plu 
rality of blades, the blades of one knife extending 
betWeen the blades of the other to provide cut 
ting engagements, the peripheries of the blades 
being provided With circumferential grooves meet 
ing the Sides of the blades to form sharp cutting 
edgeS. 

6. A machine for destroying paper, or the like, 
including a pair of knives each includinga, plura 
ity of blades, the blades of one knife extending 
between the blades of the other to provide cutting 
engagements, the peripheries of the blades being 
provided With circumferential grooves meeting the 
Sides of the bladeS to form Sharp cutting edges, 
the materialbeing Swaged OutWardly at Said edges 
to inSure proper cutting. 

7. A machine for destroying paper, or the like, 
including a pair of knives each including a plu 
rality of blades, the blades of one knife extending 
betWeen the blades of the other to provide Cutting 
engagements, the peripheries of the blades being 
provided With circumferential grooves meeting 
the Sides of the bladesto form sharp cutting edges, 
the edges of the blades being notched to assist 
in feeding the paper. 

8. A machine for destroying paper, or the like, 
including a pair of kniveS each including a plu 
rality of blades, the blades of One knife extending 
between the blades of the Other to provide cut 
ting engagements, the peripheries of the blades 
being provided With circumferential grooves 
meeting the Sides of the blades to form Sharp cut 
ting edges, the material being SWaged Outwardly 
at Said edges to inSure proper cutting, the edges 
of the blades being notched to assist in feeding 
the paper. 

CARL O. FEDDERN. 
LEVVIS . REMENER. 
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